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In a private room, Palace Hotel. 

Lu Wu and An Manman were staring at each other. 

“Dog Daddy, so you are in charge of Battle Online?” 

Lu Wu smiled embarrassingly after hearing that, he did not expect An Manman to be the 
one who wanted to meet him. 

“So, it’s on?” 

Lu Wu nodded, “Since it’s you, why not!” 

“What about the conditions?” 

“Uncle An has always treated me well. On top of that, you are my friend. Besides, 
cooperating with you will help me promote my game, so no conditions required. My only 
request is for you to bear all the expenses and arrange the venue for every 
tournament.” 

Lu Wu’s thoughts were very simple because he had a higher pursuit, money was of 
lesser importance to him now, which might even be less important than soul coins. He 
was satisfied as long as he had enough money to use. 

“No problem!” An Manman replied with a smile. 

Wu Guoyi who was sitting aside had his eyes wide open. They were only there for less 
than five minutes but they had already settled everything. 

“There must be something fishy!” Bei Li, who glanced back and forth between An 
Manman and Lu Wu, murmured. 

When they heard it, the atmosphere turned awkward instantly. 

“She is just a child, she didn’t mean it, I hope you don’t mind…” Lu Wu explained to An 
Manman in an awkward tone. 

“When did you have a child!” An Manman shuddered inexplicably while looking at Bei Li, 
and Bei Li felt her murderous aura. 

“She’s not my child, her name is Bei Li, she is my friend,” looking at An Manman’s 
suspicious gaze, Lu Wu explained while bracing himself. 

After listening to Lu Wu’s explanation, Wu Guoyi’s gaze on him changed, too. 



He clearly remembered that Lu Wu said that Bei Li was his sister, so how did she 
become a friend now? Fishy. 

“Why are all of you looking at me like this?” 

Looking at the apparent distrust of An Manman and Wu Guoyi, Lu Wu felt that they 
seemed to have misunderstood something. 

“Little girl, where are your parents?” 

Looking at the delicate and cute Bei Li, An Manman bent down and asked softly. 

“Parents? All gone!” Bei Li calmly replied. 

An Manman was silent. 

An Manman thought that Bei Li was an orphan, and was suddenly full of empathy, and 
she could not help wanting to hug her, but Bei Li dodged it nimbly. 

“Fair competition, no sneak attacks are allowed!” Bei Li raised her fist and put on a 
fighting posture. 

Lu Wu pulled Bei Li to his side, and he got a headache while looking at the grumpy Bei 
Li, “Enough! This is not a fight, don’t talk nonsense!” 

Seeing the suspicious faces of An Manman and Wu Guoyi, Lu Wu could only give the 
explanation that he had already fabricated, saying that he met the pitiful Bei Li 
somewhere. Then, his sympathy overflowed so he adopted her. 

Fortunately, the two did not delve into it. An Manman also knew Lu Wu’s character and 
she knew that he would not commit such stupid things that would put him behind bars 
for three years so she overlooked it. 

Later, while having a meal, An Manman took the initiative to talk to Lu Wu about the 
issues in future tournaments. 

Lu Wu had nothing to hide about this, and he proactively told her about the Guild War 
that he was preparing. 

After hearing that, An Manman said that she would arrange the commentators and 
opening for the tournament when it commenced. It was also a kind of appreciation to Lu 
Wu for authorizing the streaming rights to her without conditions. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

However, Wu Guoyi seemed to be the most excited person after hearing this news. 



He was also the president of one of the guilds. How could he not be thrilled to hear this 
insider information? Although it did not show on his face, he was already secretly 
planning on the next development of his guild and was ready to make a splash in this 
Guild War. 

After dinner, everyone got along well, especially Lu Wu and An Manman who were 
already close friends. They often talked about the past while they were eating. 

However, on the other hand, Bei Li was eating silently at the side. From time to time, 
she would look up and see the two chatting happily, and then she would turn her grief 
and resentment into appetite again and started gorging on the dining table. 

The Insect Island, Void Ocean. 

The ten-member team of the Demolition Guild was hiding quietly in the bushes, 
observing the situation outside through the gaps between the branches and leaves. 

There was a strange land that shone with an emerald light about a 100 square meters 
wide, several dozen meters away from the bushes. Many beast-like creatures patrolled 
the field, guarding this Spiritual Field. 

Among the many spiritual materials planted in this Spiritual Field, the most attractive 
one was the strangely shaped fruit in the middle of the field. 

[Son of the Sea]: A mysterious fruit blessed by the sea, an epic treasure of limitless 
value. One could get the blessing of the Underworld Sea God and randomly gain a 
talent-level ability after eating this fruit. 

Several people hiding in the bushes showed greed in their eyes when they saw this epic 
treasure. 

This was already their third time landing on the Insect Island. 

The numerous direct confrontations previously ended terribly and they returned empty-
handed, but they were unwilling to share this secret. This time, only ten people came 
and snuck in here. They wanted to see if there was a chance to steal the Son of the 
Sea. 

After five hours of observation, they found out that there would be a rotation of orc 
guards on the Spiritual Field every two hours, with a gap of two minutes in between, so 
they were ready to take action quickly when the guards changed shifts. 

They waited for another few moments, and the orcs patrol began to head east. 

And at this moment, Liu Chai and the others jumped out of the bushes and ran toward 
the Son of the Sea frantically. 



As expected, there were no orcs who blocked them in those two minutes. They easily 
picked the Son of the Sea, and at the same time, they ran around the Spiritual Field 
crazily. 

[District Announcement: Congratulations to Liu Chai for winning the Epic Treasure, Son 
of the Sea] 

Liu Chai showed his ecstatic face when he saw the announcement. 

“Woof, woof!” suddenly, a puppy came out of nowhere ran to Liu Chai’s side and rubbed 
its head on the edge of his pants. 

“Go away!” Liu Chai kicked the puppy away. 

He hated dogs the most, his husky had cost him a lot. If it was not his wife’s favorite, he 
would have cooked the dog and ate it long ago. 

The dog which he hated was Sun Qi from the Myth Guild. 

The two guilds already had several conflicts because of resources. Sun Qi, a dog that 
could heal its whole group, gave him a headache. The few times he lost was because of 
this damn dog. 

So from Liu Chai’s point of view, dogs were not a good thing! 

However, this kick had caused them trouble. When the puppy landed, it began to whine. 
The orcs of another shift heard it and rushed toward them in the Spiritual Field. 

“Run!” Liu Chai screamed loudly and shoved the Son of the Sea into the Artifact 
Channel. 

He knew the mighty power of these orcs, they were no match for them. 

But when Liu Chai turned around and took a glance, he suddenly saw the puppy’s 
property menu which was not far away. 

[Gou Dan]: The son of the Insect Island’s owner, in its juvenile phase. 

Seeing the puppy’s introduction, Liu Chai stared at it for a while. Then, he hugged the 
puppy and ran. 

The orcs guarding the Spiritual Field were extremely powerful fighters. With just a few 
steps, they almost caught up to Liu Chai and others. The slower guild members were 
immediately knocked down to the ground by the orcs. 



When Liu Chai realized that there was no way of escaping the orcs, he turned around 
and lifted Gou Dan, choking its neck, “Don’t come any closer!” 
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“Don’t come over, or I’ll kill the dog!” 

Liu Chai threatened the approaching orcs while holding Gou Dan and staring at them. 

This method worked seemed to work. The expression of the orcs changed and they 
looked very shocked when they saw Gou Dan being held by Liu Chai. 

“Give me the Son of the Sea and let go of the young master, then I’ll let all of you go!” 
the orc leader looked ferocious. 

“Dream on!” Liu Chai yelled decisively. 

“Don’t you forget that your partners are in our hands now.” 

While the orc was speaking, he gestured to his comrades behind his back. Then, 
several orcs behind him quickly pulled Liu Chai’s partners up from the ground, and they 
also placed their hands on their necks. Both parties were in a confrontation. 

“How dare you threaten me!?” Liu Chai glared down at Gou Dan in his hands, and then 
he reached out his hand toward Gou Dan’s ‘little earthworm’ and pinched it. 

“Owwwww!” Gou Dan wailed with a heartbreaking cry. 

The orcs trembled when they saw him doing that, “Don’t do that to the young master! 
What do you want?” 

“Let them go!” 

“We’ll trade, you gotta hand over the young master and the Son of the Sea!” the orc 
leader growled. 

“Son of a bitch, I’m gonna break it right now!” Liu Chai threatened them again while 
staring at Gou Dan who was already rolling his eyes. 

The orc leader showed a struggling expression when he looked at Gou Dan. Both the 
young master and the Son of the Sea were very important, so he was troubled when he 
was forced to make a decision. 

After a moment of confrontation, the orc leader gave them a stern look, “I will give you 
another chance! Our boss, Xiao Tian, has more than one child, but you and your 
partners have only one life, you have to think about it carefully!” 



All the nine hostages were terrified when they heard that. 

In their opinion, how could their lives be worth more than the Son of the Sea? It was 
crazy to threaten the boss with their lives. 

“Fucker, how dare you threaten me? I’m not scared of threats at all. Come on, I’ll count 
to three, then we’ll just do it together!” Liu Chai said while staring at them. 

The few orcs were nervous upon hearing what he said, but they did not heed Liu Chai’s 
warning. 

In their point of view, the reason Liu Chai’s team came here was to get the Son of the 
Sea. 

If he had killed the young master now, then he would not be able to escape from the 
island and take the Son of the Sea outside anyway. After all, they did not know the 
existence of the Artifact Channel and still thought that the Son of the Sea was still in Liu 
Chai’s inventory. 

“One!” Liu Chai started counting. 

Although the orcs were anxious, they did not think that Liu Chai really dared to kill the 
young master, so they remained unmoved. 

“Three!” 

Crack! 

Liu Chai strangled Gou Dan’s neck, and Gou Dan’s body hung down naturally, losing 
motion. 

Lu Chai skipped counting the number two, which caused the orcs to be unable to 
respond immediately. Even more unexpected was that Liu Chai really killed Gou Dan. 

Liu Chai made an inviting gesture after throwing Gou Dan’s lifeless body away, “What 
are you waiting for, brothers!?” 

The orcs were stunned. How could he be so nonchalant toward matters of life and 
death? 

When his men saw this, they just silently reduced their levels of pain perception, and 
turned around to look at the orcs who were still dumbfounded, “Brothers, just end it 
quickly, thank you!” 

The orcs were startled. 



After being stunned for a moment, the orcs were utterly angered, they killed the nine of 
them on the spot, and then they glanced at Liu Chai. 

Liu Chai also reduced his pain perception level after seeing that, and then he smiled, 
“Do it however you like, if I cry in pain then I am a loser.” 

At this time, Liu Chai was in such a good mood, as he had already gotten the Son of the 
Sea. He had already started imagining his bright future after he respawned. 

…… 

Three hours later, at the Mansion of the Dead. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

The several who respawned went online and Liu Chai took out the Son of the Sea with 
excitement and ate it in front of his followers who revealed envious expressions. 

[Congratulations to player Liu Chai for getting the first talent ability in the server, the Sea 
Spirit Body] 

At the same time, the announcement was published in the district, the data and 
information of the talent ability were displayed in front of Liu Chai. 

[Sea Spirit Body (Talent ability)]: 

Description: Under the blessing of the Sea God, you will get the passive ability called 
the Sea Spirit Body, the special ability called the Sea of War, and the sealed ability 
called the Tidal Sacrifice. 

Sea Spirit Body (Passive): Restores 1% of maximum health every 2 seconds (improves 
as your level increases) 

Sea of War (Special ability): When this ability is turned on, all members of the same 
faction gain a 5% movement speed bonus, healing 2 health points per second. 
Duration: 10 minutes. Area of Effect diameter: 100 meters. 

Tide Sacrifice (God Body): Unawakened 

(Note: Talent abilities will evolve as the player grows. Devouring more Sons of the Sea 
will accelerate growth) 

Seeing the introduction of the power of talents on the property menu, Liu Chai felt 
exhilarated. 



He did not expect this ability to be so powerful. His new class was the Rune Master, 
which had a high health percentage, to begin with. Now with this Sea Spirit Body, he 
could be considered as a human tank. 

What made him even more excited about this talent was that it even came with a battle 
aura. 

Although this ability was not as powerful as that dog’s, it scaled with player level. 

Liu Chai could already imagine how strong his guild would be with this talent. He could 
not help laughing out loud. 

“Boss, look at this,” several members of the Demolition Guild took out several spiritual 
materials from the Channel while they were jealous of Liu Chai. 

[Derived Spiritual Rice (Level 5)]: The special spiritual material cultivated under the 
nourishment of the Spiritual Field and the breath of the Son of the Sea. Due to the 
special nature of this spiritual material, it cannot be used on ghost ships and refining 
medicine. 

(Note: It is highly recommended to sell it to the shop, the price is 500 soul coins per 
plant) 

Liu Chai’s eyes widened when he saw the introduction of this spiritual material. 

He initially thought that the Son of the Sea was the best thing in the Spiritual Field, and 
he did not even pay attention to other spiritual materials at all. 

He never thought that there was such a good thing. He regretted that he was too 
anxious at that time and got so few of them. 

This was a Level 5 spiritual material. It was the highest level of spiritual material that the 
players could ever find at this stage. 

However, Liu Chai was a little frustrated that this spiritual material had no practical use, 
and it could only be sold to shops. 

However, since it was a special spiritual material, and its description even explained its 
purpose, Liu Chai could not do anything about it. So he asked his followers to take out 
all of their Derived Spiritual Rice and put them all on sale in the shop. 

Lu Wu and Bei Li, the masterminds behind all of these were relieved when they saw Liu 
Chai sell all of his Derived Spiritual Rice. 

When Liu Chai and others got the Son of the Sea, Lu Wu and Bei Li had already noticed 
them. 



While they targeted the Son of the Sea, Lu Wu and Bei Li were also targeting the 
Derived Spiritual Rice, nurtured and cultivated by the Son of the Sea. 

According to Bei Li, these orcs were not growing Sons of the Sea at all, but they relied 
on the Son of the Sea to grow the special Spiritual Rice in the Spiritual Field. 

Although this spiritual rice was all Level 5 spiritual materials, they had the potential to 
evolve to become King Level spiritual materials. 

Lu Wu did not plan to grab these spiritual materials from Liu Chai’s hands initially, but 
Bei Li was anxious, so she quickly modified the panel data. This made Liu Chai and 
others think that this spiritual material was really useless, and they chose to sell it to the 
shop. 

“Li, what exactly is this spiritual material used for?” Lu Wu was curious. He had just 
spent a huge sum of 6,000 soul coins to buy these herbs. 

Bei Li smiled sheepishly. 

“I’ve told you before that if you want to be a deity like the Emperor of Dongyue, then you 
must start high. Ordinary spiritual materials have too little effect on you, but the Derived 
Spiritual Rice is different; it’s a special spiritual material that is equivalent to the king 
level. This means that your cultivation is about to begin!” 

Lu Wu was shocked. 

His smile gradually revealed his excitement, “Then what are you going to let me 
cultivate? Are there any exercises to become a deity?!” 

Bei Li nodded solemnly, and slowly pulled out a little booklet that Lu Wu was very 
familiar with. 
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Bei Li flipped through the small booklet seriously. Then, she pointed at a pitch-black 
page and said sternly, “You should cultivate this!” 

Lu Wu stared at her blankly. 

“It’s pitch black, what am I going to learn?” Lu Wu was helpless. 

“Hehe…” Bei Li laughed ominously as she tore the black paper from the booklet. Then, 
she touched the paper with the battle subring. 

All of a sudden, the black paper diminished gradually, until it disappeared. 



“Be prepared, I am going to transmit it to you!” 

A huge stream of data flowed into Lu Wu’s mind as Bei Li finished her words. 

Other than the endless streams of data, several Primordial Beasts appeared in front of 
Lu Wu. They were growling, and all of them looked like mountains that could penetrate 
the Earth as if they were Gods in Heaven. 

“The Dark Emperor Code, which comprehended the Law of the World with the body of 
beasts, condensed all of the Immortal Dark Body, as the Great Dark Day!” Bei Li’s voice 
arose in Lu Wu’s mind. 

“Wu, choose one of the Divine Beasts in your mind as your starter enlightening beast!” 
once again, Bei Li’s voice appeared in Lu Wu’s mind. 

Hearing this, Lu Wu focused his mind and started to pick one from all of the beasts after 
he heard what she said. 

In Lu Wu’s point of view, these Divine Beasts were equipped with extraordinary powers. 
All of them were extremely mighty. At the moment, he was unable to decide which one 
to choose to be his starter enlightening beast… 

At this moment, Bei Li’s voice appeared again, “Faster, Wu!” 

When he heard this, Lu Wu felt his heart tighten and he glanced at all of the Divine 
Beasts one more time. Then, he focused his mind on the Divine Beast with snowy white 
fur and a shining body. 

“Suan Ni!” 

The black paper appeared in Lu Wu’s mind and it burned up quickly. Then, the Divine 
Beasts faded gradually from the world. 

Lu Wu felt like his body was burning. He felt sultry and tried to open his eyes. However, 
he realized that his eyelids were out of his control. 

The torrid feeling remained for a while, and Lu Wu’s throat felt dry. 

After a while, a sudden burst of chill hit him. Then, Lu Wu discovered that he could 
control his body as usual, and he slowly opened his eyes. 

However, Lu Wu found that it was unpleasant immediately, why is everything bigger 
now? 

“Gee, you are so cute!” Bei Li crouched down while looking at Lu Wu who had turned 
into a white cat as she smiled squintingly. 



Lu Wu was quiet. 

After that, Bei Li took a mirror from the table and passed it to Lu Wu. “Look at yourself, 
you are so cute!” 

Lu Wu’s jaw dropped when he saw the white cat in the mirror. “What have you done to 
me, bastard?” 

“It was the enlightening beast, and this was the starting body state that you have 
chosen!” 

Lu Wu almost fainted when he heard this. 

After listening to Bei Li’s lengthy explanation, only did Lu Wu understood that he had to 
stay in this shape for some time before regaining his original body. Lu Wu heaved a 
sigh of relief, but deep down, he was unhappy. 

However, Lu Wu also realized that his surrounding was exceptionally clear in this body, 
and he felt stronger than before. 

Lu Wu began to walk around to make himself adapt to his body. 

He attempted to move his limbs, but he fell after he took a stride using his front limbs. 
Lu Wu was unable to move properly as he was still unfamiliar with his new body. He 
could only move forward by running and tumbling forward. Lu Wu was grimacing in 
pain, and he could not help meowing. Meow. Meow. Meow. 

Again, he stumbled. Lu Wu was going to get back on his feet, but he felt his body 
become lighter and his eyesight was improving tremendously. 

“Why?” Lu Wu was puzzled, he stared at Bei Li that lifted him up. 

“You are so adorable!” Bei Li held Lu Wu tightly in her arms and rubbed him strongly 
while she spoke. 

What the heck… 

Lu Wu cried without tears. This was so miserable, I never thought that I would have to 
experience this one day. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

“Oh yeah, it’s time for your meal. You could regain your original body sooner by eating 
this Derived Spiritual Rice,” Bei Li placed Lu Wu back onto the ground and a plant of 
Derived Spiritual Rice appeared from the channel when she reached out her hand to 
grab it. 



Then, Bei Li picked out a few grains from the plant, put them in her palm and put them 
close to Lu Wu’s mouth. 

“Come, eat this quickly!” 

“It’s enough! Don’t be mean to me!” Lu Wu felt that his pride was challenged when he 
saw Bei Li’s longing expression to feed him. 

“Eat it, quick, it will help you to grow,” once again, Bei Li pushed the Derived Spiritual 
Rice to Lu Wu. 

Deep in his heart, helpless Lu Wu was full of anger, but he lowered his head and 
swallowed all of the rice into his stomach. 

This Derived Spiritual Rice was converted into the spiritual fog once consumed. They 
spread all over Lu Wu’s body. Lu Wu could not help shivering, and he felt a wave of 
relaxation. 

“Oh yes, Wu, you should exercise more frequently to speed up the absorption of soul 
energy. Show your effort to regain your human shape sooner! ” Bei Li made a cheering 
posture as she said this. 

Lu Wu was still expressionless, he felt like his life as a cat… no… as a human was 
hopeless. 

This could not be true. Why should a macho man like me be fearful of this little girl? She 
cannot eat me anyway, can she? 

Thinking about this, Lu Wu lifted his paw, slapped the ground and growled fiercely. 

However, Bei Li laughed and gave him a pat on his head, and all his ferociousness 
disappeared. 

Once again, Lu Wu felt like he took a big hit. He got up, found a corner and rolled into a 
ball. Then, he began to weep silently. 

Life as such is terrible, this is just the beginning, when will it end? 

…… 

The next day, early in the morning. 

Lu Wu lay on the bed, asleep with all of his limbs sprawled out. Suddenly, he felt like he 
was shaken. 



Having stayed up late at night to think about his life, Lu Wu opened his reddened eyes 
and came across Bei Li’s sweet smile. Desperately, he reached out his paw to slap 
away Bei Li’s hand. 

“Knock it off, let me sleep!” 

“Wu, I had told you yesterday that you require more exercise to enhance the absorption 
of soul energy,” Bei Li tried to pull Lu Wu out of the bed. 

Lu Wu ignored her, he shut his eyes after waving his paw lazily. 

Seeing Lu Wu who was trying to sleep in, Bei Li curved up her lips. She took out a grain 
of Derived Spiritual Rice as big as a cherry tomato from the Artifact Channel and threw 
it at Lu Wu’s head. 

“Go, fetch your rice!” 

Lu Wu’s nose twitched when the Derived Spiritual Rice flew over his brain. Since he 
started cultivating, Lu Wu was always hungry. A strong desire came over his body when 
he smelled the flavor of the Derived Spiritual Rice. He hopped from the bed and held 
the rice in his mouth, but his eyes were still shut. 

Snap! 

Bei Li held Lu Wu in her arms before he could land. 

“You should go for some exercise now!” Bei Li brought Lu Wu who struggled to escape 
to the doorstep. She opened the door and threw Lu Wu outside. Then, she closed the 
door with a bang. 

A few moments later. 

As she could not hear anything outside, Bei Li cautiously opened the door. 

“Hi! How are you, Li?” Lu Wu greeted Bei Li while squatting on the ground. 

“Bang!” 

The door was shut again, leaving Lu Wu to brace the wind by himself. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Open the door, open the door, I want to go home! I am hungry, I wanna eat some rice! I 
want to eat something! Open the door! 

There was no response from inside despite Lu Wu’s continuous knocking. 
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It was the third day of Lu Wu’s beast form cultivation. 

“Wu, here’s the super lovely cat food that I have prepared for you! Come and give it a 
try.” 

The noise from the kitchen interrupted Lu Wu’s thoughts. At the same time, a strange 
smell that made Lu Wu feel his palpitation came from the kitchen. 

Curiously, Lu Wu hopped down from the sofa and trotted toward the kitchen. 

Lu Wu saw a plate of awful food with hot steam that was black-green in color. Besides, 
it was covered with a layer of brown cheese. 

Immediately, he wagged his tail and prepared to escape. 

While running, Lu Wu showed a desperate expression, Oh no, oh no, she is abusing me 
more and more now, these days are unbearable! 

Lu Wu was even more upset when he was caught back to the dining table by Bei Li 
before he could run any further. 

“Wu, this is a delicious meal that I have prepared especially for you, how could you not 
taste it?” Bei Li said in an angry tone while she petted the expressionless Lu Wu. 

If you are such a good cook, why don’t you try it yourself first? What’s the fun in abusing 
me? 

Lu Wu glanced at the cookbook labeled Cat Food Collection that was unfolded on the 
table. He first looked at the pictures of the delightful dishes in the cookbook, then he 
moved his sight to the steaming appalling meal. Lu Wu swore under his breath. 

After that, Bei Li helped Lu Wu to wrap a triangular handkerchief around his neck, then 
she pointed at the food with anticipation, “Eat!” 

Wait and see, I would spank you until you cry once I recover my original body. 

At this moment, Lu Wu seriously doubted that Bei Li wanted him to cultivate the Dark 
Emperor Code deliberately. 

However, beggars can’t be choosers, it was better for him to bend than to break. Lu Wu 
gave up opposing her. He stood in front of the food with a definite look and bowed down 
his prideful head gradually. 

Once the food entered his mouth. 



Ew… 

Lu Wu bent his back involuntary and vomited all of the food from his mouth. 

He had his share of bad food before this, but this was the first time he had such terrible 
food. The moment when the food melted in his mouth, went down to his stomach and 
contacted the gastric juice, his stomach started to jerk. His stomach sent signals to his 
brain, forcing him to spit it out. 

Moreover, Lu Wu suspected that he would have died of food poisoning if he did not do 
so. 

Bei Li was astonished when she watched Lu Wu’s fearful look, “It was tasty, wasn’t it?” 

Don’t you have any freaking idea? Lu Wu did not have the strength to complain 
anymore. 

Bah! Bah! Bah! 

Lu Wu spat out all of the remaining liquid in his mouth, but it was still disgusting. He 
hopped down from the dining table and came beside the water bowl prepared by Bei Li 
to gargle. 

It was so close! I almost lost my life, Lu Wu was suffering from PTSD. 

The dense Bei Li noticed something after witnessing Lu Wu’s responses and she smiled 
embarrassingly. After that, she picked up some of it with a pair of chopsticks and put it 
into her mouth, puzzled, “Is it really that bad…” 

“Bah!” 

Lu Wu gloated when he saw Bei Li gargling continuously at the sink. 

Deep in his heart, he felt good about it. 

However, Lu Wu’s smile solidified quickly. 
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Once again, Bei Li spat the water out from her mouth. Her face was pale but she looked 
at Lu Wu with a firm look, “Wu, this was an accident, I will do better next time!” 

The bad news came abruptly, causing the cat to get slightly caught off-guard. The 
secretly triumphant Lu Wu was petrified in a flash. 



It seemed like the danger of food poisoning would still exist. Unconsciously, Lu Wu 
made a sorrowful expression. 

Finally, Lu Wu had to rely on the Derived Spiritual Rice to assuage his hunger. 
However, the rice was not enough to fill him. In addition, according to Bei Li, a Level 5 
spiritual material should not be consumed excessively. Or else, the soul energy would 
overload his body without being absorbed, and this would be harmful to his body. 

Therefore, other than cultivating by consuming the Derived Spiritual Rice, one had to go 
through the high-intensity physical workout, too. 

After explaining this to Lu Wu, Bei Li reached out for a cat teaser from her shopping 
bag. 

Lu Wu was speechless. 

Come on, you better kill me now, this life is too difficult to live, Lu Wu had lost all hope. 

Becoming a kitty cat? That’s fine. But a cat teaser? Is this a workout? This is 
challenging my pride. 

I am the King of Beiqi with a few million men following me, how could I lose my dignity 
like this! 

All of a sudden, Bei Li approached him and lifted him up and put him on the digital scale 
in the living room. Then, she pointed at the figure on the scale and said, “You see, you 
got fatter again. The Derived Spiritual Rice would have a huge effect on you although it 
cannot make you full. And now, you are obese because you’ve eaten too much of it.” 

Lu Wu stared at the figure with a poker face. He would rather die due to obesity than 
being tantalized by a cat teaser. 

Bei Li was out of means. She even demonstrated a set of cat gymnastics herself, but Lu 
Wu was totally expressionless. In the end, Bei Li could only abandon this plan. 

After that, Lu Wu found a corner to shrink quietly and begin to doubt his life. 

Why did I want to cultivate, wasn’t it better for me to live as a human being? 

Such a routine made him feel like he was really a pet cat. 

After feeling miserable for a while, Lu Wu focused his mind and entered the game to 
numb himself, who was physically and mentally injured. 

He was worried that he would take things too hard and run away from home. 



Recently, the usually deserted Rocks seemed to come alive. 

Waves after waves of players came here to chop down the trees. Moreover, they came 
in enormous crowds without end. Many Tree Demons fell into the hands of players and 
became the spiritual material to upgrade their ships. 

Then, groups of player teams started to invade the North Rocks from the outside. 

Along the journey, the players would greet each other cordially when they met, 

“Hi, did you come to log? What a coincidence!” 

“Hey, bro, we meet again! You are here again today! Good luck!” 

“Bro, what level is your ship? Oh, Level 3? Then you might need to work harder.” 

Within a few days, the crazy logging by the players had startled the Rock Ghost King, 
and he was furious. 

From his point of view, he had treated the new forces in Beiqi well. He did not take 
action on them although they had occupied the Mansion of the Dead and Liuli District. 

However, he never thought that the players would provoke him even though he didn’t do 
anything. In addition, they treacherously formed an enclosed circle around his domain. 
They intended to take his North Rocks away bit by bit. 

Such an act had challenged the limits of the Rock Ghost King, and he could not bear it 
anymore. 

Right now, he planned to counterattack. He would like to declare to the newcomers that 
he was the true owner of the North Rocks. 
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The Rock Ghost King was finally provoked after the frequent attacks by the gamers. He 
then started preparing his army for a battle against the gamers to demonstrate his 
power. 

After obtaining the news, Du Yan who was acting as Lu Wu’s spy headed back to the 
Mansion of the Dead to pass the information to Lu Wu before he got exposed. 

Lu Wu was not surprised by the Rock Ghost King’s plan. 

His plan was within Lu Wu’s expectations after he got to know the gamers’ actions. 



Cha Na, the Ghost General was no match for the Rock Ghost King in terms of 
commanding and personal strength. The Rock Ghost King was clearly stronger than 
Cha Na. 

Lu Wu did not intend to confront him with violence at that moment because he believed 
that the Rock Ghost King wouldn’t dare attack the Mansion of the Dead as he would risk 
losing his power and his army. After all, the location was disadvantageous for him and 
Lu Wu believed that the Rock Ghost King was well aware of the pros and cons. 

Lu Wu would not fear even if the Rock Ghost King really attacked him. 

Since Lu Wu was well-equipped with battle artifacts, he could move all of the important 
buildings into the inventory if the Mansion of the Dead was destroyed. Also, he would 
not give the Rock Ghost King any chance for spawn camping by releasing a 
maintenance notice by that time to get all the gamers offline. 

The Rock Ghost King was not planning to go all out as expected by Lu Wu. Instead, his 
plan was to eliminate some of the gamers by the tactic of suppression while showing off 
the strength of the North Rocks. 

He did not want to take the risk since he had no idea of how strong Beiqi’s new power 
was. 

Hundreds and thousands of gamers were still looking for materials to upgrade their 
ships at the peripheral area of the North Rocks when a shocking scene occurred right in 
front of them. The land quaked when green brilliant rays appeared from the deep jungle 
and covered the whole peripheral area of the North Rocks in the blink of an eye. 

Many ordinary trees were getting deformed and distorted before they were uprooted. 

Numerous Tree Demons appeared from the surrounding area and gathered together 
before they started assaulting the gamers along with the Enchanted Trees. 

The gamers attacked back when they encountered the countless Enchanted Trees and 
Tree Demons. 

However, this was only the start of the war. More powerful creatures such as Ancient 
Tree Demons and steel zombies advanced toward the periphery of the Northern Zone 
once they received orders from the Rock Ghost King. 

There were only 30,000 players at the Northern Zone at that time. They were defeated 
and had to retreat when faced with the enormous troops. 

However, the Rock Ghost King was not going to let the gamers off easily. He sneered 
coldly and five enormous ancient trees floated mid-air beside him before they were 



smashed toward the gamers from behind. Then, they rooted in the earth and formed a 
barrier to block all the players. 

The Ancient Tree Demons remained unmoved despite the gamers’ attacks. They waved 
their arms formed from branches and a large number of players were thrown off with 
each wave. 

The gamers only realized that all the Ancient Tree Demons had been surviving for more 
than ten thousand years and their strengths were almost equivalent to that of the Ghost 
General after checking their attributes. 

With the strong suppression, there was no way for the gamers to escape. 

One of them shouted in the forum, “Shouldn’t we at least kill several Tree Demons to 
get some spiritual materials? We have no way to get out of here anyway.” 

The others were stunned for a while upon hearing that. They immediately realized that 
they had nothing to lose since they were all going to die. They could at least gain 
something out of this by obtaining some spiritual materials. 

Therefore, the gamers who were focused on attacking the Ancient Tree Demons 
changed their targets to the Enchanted Trees and Tree Demons in front of them. 

The Rock Ghost King’s smile froze as he witnessed the scene. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

The counterattack from the gamers was beyond his expectation. 

The Rock Ghost King got anxious and he could not sit still anymore. He rose into the air 
to see what was going on more clearly. 

His gigantic body which was almost 100 meters in height landed right at the center of 
the gamers who were preparing to counterattack. 

Boom! All the gamers who were situated within 100 meters from the Rock Ghost King 
collapsed onto the ground due to the massive concussive force. 

The presence of the Rock Ghost King was domineering and oppressive. 

However, the gamers didn’t show any signs of fear, which was unexpected to the Rock 
Ghost King. All of them turned around and stared at him with desire. Some of them 
were even wiping off their drool subconsciously. 

[Rock Ghost King]: An ancient giant tree that has been cultivating for over 100,000 
years located at the North Rocks. He mastered the highest level for wooden spells and 



the rules of nature. His cultivation level is in the middle to a Ghost King’s. He could be 
transformed into a King Level Herb after death. 

“How great is this, it’s the legendary King Level Herb. Show your health bar! My ship is 
hungry for you.” 

“Kill him, just kill him! Just leave a small bundle of his wood for me when he’s dead!” 

“I can almost see my future estates, yachts, pretty ladies… Get him!” 

“It’s the King of Trees. Will my ship become an aircraft carrier if I upgrade it with this?” 

“An aircraft carrier? It can even be a spacecraft!” 

The gamers were all staring at the Rock Ghost King with craving. 

All of them were aware of how valuable a King Level Herb was, even one small wood 
chip would be precious. Blinded by their desires, they started attacking the Rock Ghost 
King. 

The Rock Ghost King stood motionless despite the siege by the players. All of the 
attacks were like tickles for him and did not harm him substantively. 

However, the Rock Ghost King felt awkward from the gamers’ stares. 

Even his subordinates would look at him with dread and revere expressions. Why are 
these creatures so excited to see me and get this insane? Don’t they know who I am? 
The Rock Ghost King? 

Although he did not understand what they were thinking, their actions provoked him and 
he was furious. 

The Rock Ghost King twisted his stem and his branches started extending crazily. The 
area around him was being shrouded by countless branches. Many of the gamers were 
lifted by the branches and were strangled in the air. 

That was the moment when the Rock Ghost King demonstrated his valiant strength as 
the overlord of the Northern Zone. 

The gamers launched their attacks again and again. However, they were pointless as 
their opponent was equipped with enormous potential. All the gamers were wiped out by 
the Rock Ghost King not long later. 

However, the Rock Ghost King was confused once the battle was over. 

A Conjurator? A Rune Warrior? 



The skills demonstrated by the gamers were all familiar to him. These skills had been 
diminished from the Land of Beiqi since a long time ago, so why are they emerging 
again now? The Rock Ghost King had a hunch that something was going on in Beiqi. 

 


